SOFTWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT

PARTNER PLAYBOOK

SOFTWARE IS
OUT OF CONTROL
YOUR CUSTOMERS CAN’T GET ON TOP OF FINANCIAL,
REPUTATIONAL AND SECURITY RISKS
Software estates are bigger than ever. Applications cross the network,
multiple sites, numerous devices and the cloud. As a result, governance
and visibility over licensing and usage is a bigger problem than ever.

But it’s not just the financial implications of a non-compliance
settlement following an audit. The lack of control over
software has a ripple effect that touches on several parts
of the business.
		NON-COMPLIANCE
An increasing number of businesses have their software audited
in a given year.
If a business doesn’t have the correct number of licenses for its
usage, the costs can be six figure sums.

		WASTED BUDGETS
Out-of-control software leads to wasted budgets across:
• Paying for support and maintenance for software that
nobody uses (shelfware)
• Spending on new licenses rather than repurposing existing ones
• Failing to maximise buying power through license
consolidation and optimisim

		SHADOW IT
When users deploy their own software with no governance from
the IT department, businesses are exposed to security risk.
Shadow IT puts applications outside of the typical security
workflow – leading to unpatched software, vulnerabilities,
and potentially a costly breach. And, with readily available
cloud applications, it’s easier than ever for users to deploy
their own software.
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CUSTOMER
CHALLENGES
WHY YOUR CUSTOMERS CAN’T KEEP UP WITH THEIR
SOFTWARE AND LICENSING

Your customers already know they need to license software
appropriately, understand what’s being used, and achieve absolute
visibility over their applications. But, without the right help,
it’s not that easy.
YOUR CUSTOMERS DON’T KNOW ALL THEIR ASSETS
From Shadow IT to decentralised, poorly-audited workflows,
few businesses have a complete view of all the software on their
network. They want to control their IT costs but can’t license
what they don’t know exists. As a result, few are audit-ready.

YOUR CUSTOMERS DON’T KNOW ABOUT SOFTWARE USAGE
Even the intelligence your customers have is incomplete.
It’s one thing to list all the software in an estate – another to truly
understand whether it’s used, whether it delivers value,
or whether it’s simply occupying a license for no good reason.

YOUR CUSTOMERS ARE USED TO FIREFIGHTING, NOT
BREAKING THE CYCLE
It’s easy to know when you don’t have enough licenses –
vendors will be quick to tell you. But, for your customers,
this reactive approach comes with unexpected costs and
consequences. The sheer scale of the average software estate
makes it impossible to get out in front of the issue, governing how
software is procured, introduced, and optimised to control costs.
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CUSTOMER

NEEDS
WHAT DOES THE SOLUTION TO OUT-OF-CONTROL
SOFTWARE LOOK LIKE?

Your customers need a solution for Software Asset Management
(SAM) that dramatically improves their intelligence and governance
across the entire software lifecycle.
100% VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
Your customers need an effective way to discover all
software and hardware on the estate. They need to normalise
Configuration Management Database (CMDB) assets and
software product catalogues for one joined-up view. But visibility
doesn’t stop there.
They also need visibility over the licenses they already have to
use them efficiently through reharvesting and recycling.

INFORMED PROCUREMENT
To avoid unnecessary spend, your customers need the power to
make more informed decisions about software procurement.
From demand consolidation to a better understanding of how
licenses are actually used, procurement teams need the right
information in order to control costs and find efficiencies.

ONGOING OPTIMISATION
Software moves fast – not just new installations and new
requirements, but updates, renewals, patches and subscriptions.
Keeping software secure means keeping it up-to-date and
correctly configured. But that makes it harder to retain constant
visibility and control.
The right solution equips your customers with all the information,
from alerting on renewable subscriptions to an up-to-date view
of how software usage has changed.
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A LIFECYCLE APPROACH TO

At Alpha Generation, we know that software is a major issue for endusers – so we’ve carefully chosen leading vendors to cover every part
of the software lifecycle.

MANAGEMENT

Individually or working in tandem, they offer the most comprehensive
way to control risk and costs, year after year.

SOFTWARE ASSET
FROM PROCUREMENT TO ONGOING OPTIMISATION
AND LICENSE RISK PROTECTION

Specialists in risk prevention, licensing and optimisation, Astute give
your customers a way to eliminate non-compliance before it enters
your estate.
It’s a controlled, centralised approach to procurement, in-depth
reporting, and expert guidance from the cost avoidance experts.

As the world’s largest dedicated SAM developer, Snow Software
provides a suite of tools to discover and identify software, hardware
and licenses on a massive scale every application, every device.
As a result, your customers can reduce their license spend,
create Effective Licence Positions (ELPs), and eliminate the risk
of non-compliance and costly true-ups.
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ASTUTE LICENSE
DEMAND MANAGEMENT
ELIMINATE RISK BEFORE IT ENTERS YOUR ESTATE
AstuteLDM gives your customers proactive SAM that works where it
matters most – procurement, deployment and renewal.

PREVENT RISK

REALLOCATE LICENSES

by understanding demand and
usage before you enter into a
new or renewed contract.

to make sure spend
turns into real value
and end waste.

REDUCE SPEND

PLAN EARLIER

by optimising the way you
buy software licences and
maximising your buying power
with consolidated demand.

with predictive forecasting to
tell you when you’ll grow out of
compliance and support for the
contract lifecycle.

At these crucial stages, AstuteLDM provides complete visibility over
software demand, licenses, and usage. As a result, your customers can
get guaranteed compliance to remove the risk of unexpected costs in
the future – and make the right decisions to reduce their
software spend now.
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SNOW SOFTWARE
COMPLETE SOFTWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT FROM
DESKTOPS TO MOBILE DEVICES
With a suite of flexible solutions, Snow Software gives your customers
the comprehensive visibility they’ve been missing.
Already used by 4,500 global organisations, Snow’s solutions work
together to discover hardware and software assets, identify them,
validate licensing, and optimise the entire estate to eliminate risk.
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SNOW
LICENSE MANAGER

SNOW
INVENTORY

The world’s most popular
SAM solution, Snow License
Manager lets your customers
uncover inefficiencies, achieve
an effective licence position,
and reduce risk.

Snow Inventory shows your
customers every asset –
software, servers, mobile
devices, cloud services and
more – and how they are
used every day.

SNOW
DEVICE MANAGER

SNOW SOFTWARE
RECOGNITION SERVICE

Taking effective management
and control even further,
Snow Device Manager offers
complete lifecycle governance
for smartphones and tablets.

With automated recognition
for more than 569,000 known
applications, Snow makes it
easy to normalise, categorise
and optimise software assets.
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ALPHA GENERATION
SAM PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES
THE FASTEST WAY TO TAP INTO SPECIALIST
KNOW-HOW AND PROACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
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Tackling the growing problem of software license control and
governance isn’t always as simple as improving your intelligence.
It’s about turning that intelligence into action, without costly in-house
expertise and management.
With Alpha Generation’s SAM Professional Services, you can give your
customers the comprehensive support they need to get a seamless
implementation in record time – and stay compliant long-term with the
advantage of our relationships, expertise and experience.

Proactive SAM
with hands-on support
from identifying assets to
establishing an effective
license position (ELP) and using
entitlements and usage data to
reduce software spend.

Tailored Managed Services
from a short-term, low-impact
implementation in preparation
for an audit to proactive
governance for large data
centre environments.

Powered by Snow
and Astute
to give your customers the
advantage of world-leading
technology, available both
on-premise or in the cloud.

Complete Professional
Services
including deployment, enduser training, technical
reviews and business reviews.

Ongoing Expert Support
including first and second-line
customer support, as well as
vendor support as required.

Controlled Procurement
with every software request
following a strict 5-step
process to ensure compliance.
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PARTNER
BENEFITS
HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS TO ELIMINATE SOFTWARE
RISK ENTIRELY

With technology from two of the world’s leading players in
the SAM and license optimisation space, backed by
Alpha Generation’s Professional Services as necessary,
you can help your customers overcome one of today’s
most pressing challenges – and a problem that’s growing
exponentially in scale year-after-year.

COMPLETE SOFTWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT
If you’re already selling in the SAM space, our unique
combination of carefully-chosen vendors means you can offer a
more comprehensive solution – one that eliminates risk at the
source, then optimises software and controls costs long-term.

CREATE BOTTOM-LINE SAVINGS FOR CUSTOMERS
From consolidating demand to optimising usage and our own
SAM Professional Services, everything is geared around giving
your customers the kind of bottom-line, measurable savings that
are remarkably easy to sell.

•
•
•
•
•
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THE SUPPORT YOU NEED TO MAKE SALES
Deal protection
Marketing campaigns
Ongoing sales and technical support
Lead generation
Demo access
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Find out more at www.alpha-gen.co.uk
Or call Alpha Gen on 01777 852222
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